Supporting English Learners: Resources for English Learner Programs

**English Learner Modules**
NDE, along with teachers and program coordinators, have created short video modules related to Rule 15 and serving English Learners in Nebraska. Each module begins with a segment specific to Rule 15 requirements as well as segments to guide programming and support. Resources and professional learning facilitator guides are included. Just create a free account in the NDE Digital Learning Center to access the modules.

**ELA_ELP Alignment Resource**
This resource is for K-12 teachers who are supporting English learners with new and challenging English Language Arts standards. Includes EL student levels related to ELPA21, supports for ELs, and lesson ideas.

**ELA_ELP SIT Tool Lessons**
Part of the ELA_ELP alignment resource, these are ELA lessons by grade band that include suggestions to support ELs during the lesson.

**Updated Nebraska ELL Program Guides**
NDE has updated our program guides for EL programming. This documents are great for districts beginning to develop programs for English Learners:

**ELPA21 Screener Resources**
The ELPA1 screener is now available to districts! The NE AIR portal has all the resources and information you need to administer and report the ELPA21 screener. Get started here with this one page quick guide from NDE. The AIR portal has other great resources to help you administer the screener, including short training modules.